Special Investigation Into
Alex McCoy: Paranormal Dick

Incident Report
Date: 6/5/20

Case No: 01231180013

Details of Event:
Location:
Incident Information:

Actions Taken:

An hour-long fantasy-based serial/procedural hybrid

Los Angeles, CA
A Private Detective living in Los Angeles just trying to
pay the bills, date the girl, and close the case. But life
never seems to be that easy. When Alex McCoy discovers
his old mentor has been secretly assembling an army,
Alex must choose which side of magic he stands for.

Interviewed person of interest: Alex McCoy
Questioned known associates
Reviewed materials received

✓
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Summary:

Alex McCoy: Paranormal Dick; a modern-day “Columbo”
blending real-world and fantasy used by “Supernatural”
with the "Fleabag" style of breaking the 4th wall and
directly connecting to the audience.

Incident Report
Date: 6/5/20

Case No: 01231180013

Additional Information:

MOONLIGHTING
THROWBACK ?

Series Structure
Alex McCoy: Paranormal Dick is not your typical cop
drama or fantasy-based show since it's referred to as an
hour-long serial/procedural hybrid. Yes, each episode will
start with Alex stumbling into a case. And by the end of
the episode, the case will be closed... doesn't always mean
solved! And maybe, maybe once a season a two-parter!
This serial adventure is a fast-paced modern noir-style
tale. Since there are elements of crime and horror, humor
will be a significant component. That's why Alex is a
charismatic smartass! But he can't do it alone.
That's why Alex has Dana, an LAPD Detective... who he's
dating. She's the Dana Scully to his Mulder, the
Mandalorian to his Baby Yoda, or the Willie Scott to his
Indiana Jones.

Additional Details: In this series, there exists a magical world not unlike

"The Wizarding World of Harry Potter," the dual
realms of "The Magicians," and the lore-based stories
of "Supernatural.” The magical world in this series
will slowly be introduced over time, allowing Alex to
explain the "paranormals" in this world through each
case he takes. The audience will grow with Alex as the
series does, and the history of this "magical world" will
come to light.
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Person of Interest
Date: 6/5/20

Case No: 01231180013

Alex McCoy
1/1/87 Gender: Male
5’11”
Weight: 175
Eyes: Hazel
Brown

Name:
D.O.B.:
Height:
Hair:

Mother & Father DECEASED GRAHAM
Homeschooled

Family:
Education:

ONLY BEEN LICENSED

Private Detective

Occupation:
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Surveillance, Locating lost effects/persons, Magic

Known Associates:

Detective Dana Dimitriadis with LADP, Petra Keller,
I
Ivan Kuznetsov, Warren “Forest Warrior”

What do you mean magic?
Like a Wizard?

SOMETHING

ABOUT

-

INTIMATE RELATIONSHIP ??

?

LE#E

Do you consider yourself
a hero?

I do not go by the W-word. I consider that to be an insult,
why? You must not have met many "Wizards," a bunch of
self-centered, ego-driven, manipulating ass hats!

I live in a studio apartment, barely paying the rent. Could I
use my magic to make life better? Others do, and I use to.
But I've decided no more easy ways out, my magic is
strictly for helping others now. So no, I do not.

Notes:

Smartass, unconventional, issues with authority,
clearly delusional or mentally unstable. Yet somehow
is highly recommended by a Police Captain, several Alist celebrities, and has a glowing list of client reviews.
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BASED IN NYC

I’m not here to perform for you, but I do have a natural
"ability" to tap into and manipulate magical forces with
pure will. Some call it elemental power since the
elements are a significant component.

What can you do?

(

RELATIONSHIP ?

Special Skills:

Interview:

SAID

FOR A YEAR

MURDOCK

cow

Known Associate
Date: 6/5/20

Case No: 01231180013

Detective Dana Dimitriadis
7/12/88 Gender: Female
5’7”
Weight: 122
Brown
Eyes: Green

Name:
D.O.B.:
Height:
Hair:

MURDERED WAS
,fffµ PROFILE
CASE
Mother Deceased
Father Greek Film Maker → PIECE

Family:

Private Tutors HOLLYWOOD
Police Academy

Education:

"

LAPD Police Officer: Detective 3 YEARS

Occupation:

INTO

F

Detective Steven Batch; partner, Alex McCoy,
Captain Howard McManis, Sergeant Dale Wright

"

Interview:
Your’e a highly decorated
Officer, why associate
yourself with McCoy?

Is the relationship
strictly professional?

HEATED

Firearms, Hand-to Hand Combat, Interrogation

Special Skills:
Known Associates:

OF SHIT

"

"

-

OLD SCHOOL COP

Donut stereotype

HARDASS

"

As a police officer, I work with several individuals outside
the department. Also Alex is recognized as “private
consultant” within the department, just ask Captain
McManis.
(at this time Detective Dana Dimitriadis threw the
recorder, followed by giving the middle finger)
NO COMMENT

Notes:

Dana at eleven, was a lead in a tv show. Instant child star. Unfortunately, on
the night of her 16th birthday, a crazed fan broke into Dana's home, killed
her mother, and would have gotten Dana too if not for a local portal officer.
On her 18th birthday, she entered the police academy.
-

OFFICER

NEW

HOWARD Mc CANIS

CAPTAIN
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Known Associate
Date: 6/5/20

Case No: 01231180013
Name:
D.O.B.:
Height:
Hair:
Family:
Education:

Petra Keller

3/23/99 Gender: Female
Weight: 95
5’5”
?

Eyes: Blue

Mother, Father, Older Sister
all live in Germany
Secondary School Berlin
COMPUTERS ?

Occupation:

GERMANY

Art Student

PAIN

-

Special Skills:
Known Associates:

IN

my Ass
←

Graphic Design REFUSED

TO

SHOW HER WORK

Alex McCoy

Interview: Translated by Sign Language Interpreter
Why are you here, in the
United States?

Why don’t you ask your wife.

What’s your relationship
with Alex McCoy?

Who? ... fine! A friends— not boyfriends, your
interpreter, she’s more of my type. LIKES THE LADIES

Are you the same Petra
Keller who was under
suspicion for hacking
the GOP 2 years ago?

No. That was a frame job. If I hypothetically hacked
anywhere you’d never know I
it was me, hypocritically of
course.

cocky

Notes:

Just a punk kid. Being mute makes it hard to get a read on her, can’t tell
how much is bullshit and what is true. She’s a hacker, probably a pretty
good one. Tried to question her girlfriend, but she refused to come in for
questioning. At this time she doesn’t seem to have any connection to
McCoy.

Known Associate
Date: 6/5/20

Case No: 01231180013
Name:
D.O.B.:
Height:
Hair:
Family:
Education:
Occupation:
Special Skills:
Known Associates:
Interview:

Beatrice Jones

7/7/97
5’9”

Gender: Female

Red

Eyes: Green

Weight: 125

Mother & Father live in

C United Kingdom

7

MFA Columbia University

SEEMS

NORMIE

Law Clerk

Speaks five languages, speed reader,
photographic memory
Petra Keller, girlfriend

ODD COUPLE

Declined Interview

Notes:

At this time she doesn’t seem to have any connection to McCoy. Currently
on work VISA, trying to apply for a green card.

Known Associate
Date: 6/5/20

Case No: 01231180013
Name:
D.O.B.:
Height:
Hair:

Graham Murdock
9/13/54 Gender: Male
5’11”
Weight: 235
Grey
Eyes: Blue
OLD MONEY

Family:

Last living member of the Murdock Family
NORTHERN CA BASED

Education:
Occupation:

Berkeley, Masters in Law & Philosophy
SEVERAL BUILDINGS WITH HIS NAME
United States Senator for California
POPULAR

Special Skills:
Known Associates:

Negotiating, Public Relations, Historical Scholar
Tobias Wheeler, several public officials wishing to go
unnamed, Alex McCoy

0

From the Desk of
Senator Graham Murdock

Interview:
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Same old politician BS.
He's known for his extreme views on global warming and environmental
protection issues. Need to look into his mentorship program.
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Known Associate
Date: 6/5/20

Case No: 01231180013
Name:
D.O.B.:
Height:
Hair:
Family:
Education:

Tobias Wheeler
10/21/86 Gender: Male
6’
Weight: 215
Black
Eyes: Brown
Unkown

LEFT

ON THE

STEPS OFCHURCH

Special Skills:
Known Associates:

IN

WHEELER

Homeschooled
*

Occupation:

A

SAME AS

SPRINGS

ALEX

,

,

CA

WITH ALEX

Aid for US Senator
No comment

QUIET INDIVIDUAL

Senator Graham Murdock, Alex McCoy

Interview:
You grew up with Alex
McCoy?

As you already know, Senator Murdock took Alex in. We
lived together for eight years.

HESITATED

HE t
Do you do magic too?

You don’t seem to care
for Alex, why is that?

I’m assuming you mean that as a joke.
Graham took me in after I was abandoned by my family.
He's like a father, but when Alex showed up, he required
extra attention. You can understand how frustrating that
could be for a child.

Notes:

Dropped off note from the Senator, but when asked
never stated what his official duties are within the
organization. He has an intense sibling rivalry with
McCoy.

The Wonerful World
of Magic

MATERIALS

GIVEN BY

ALEX

McCoy

Okay, let's do this. Now, I know there's a book you could look this
stuff up in that’s more knowledgeable, but this is my show, and this is
how I understand it. The
on this

ego

guy

.

The World:
There exists more than this earthly plain you call reality. There are
realms humans know nothing about; better yet, you know about, but
believe them to be nothing more than folklore or myth. To keep your
head from spinning out of control, I'll keep it simple. There are four
realms. We have the realm you like to call home with a Starbucks on
every corner.
Then there is the underworld, pretty straight forward I would
think, a place for the dead, lost, and forgotten. Followed by the astral
plane, a term I'm sure some of you new age hippies think you
understand. A world with a lot of room for interpretation. I see it as
a place you go to for answers but never really solve your problems. It's
a world for the spirit and soul to find peace.
Finally, we get to the fairy realm. This is where
my magic comes
•
from, where all magic started really. Over the centuries, that magic has
touched every domain. Or a more accurate term would be infected.
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The FAIRY Effect:
Now the four realms have always existed, but it wasn't until the early 13th
Century when the shit hit the fan. That's when thirteen *Changelings were
born. If you Wikipedia, "Changeling," it will say, they’re a fairy child left
in place of a human child that was stolen by fairies. Spoiler: sometimes
the internet gets it wrong.
A Changeling is a human-hybrid that was created through the act of
"lovemaking," where one human and one fairy got busy. This created a
half-human half-fairy, called a Changeling. A mistake. But sometimes the
most significant discoveries were made by mistake.
However, this was a big no-no. Yes, fairies love to interfere, tantalize,
seduce, and mislead humans. But laying with a human was one of those
unthinkable acts. To us, the notion of having sex with a fairy sounds
pretty good, especially if they look like Cara Delevinge from "Carnival
Row." But to a fairy, mainly the *Queen of the Fairies, it would be the
equivalent of fornicating with the family pet. Sure, you find them
adorable, you invite them to snuggle up at night, take massive amounts
of selfies for social media, but you'd never think of screwing the dog...
Hopefully.
A "fairy" is thought to be a legendary or mythical being of
folklore; spiritual entities, fairies are considered supernatural beings in
possession of infinite magical powers. Some stories get pretty close to
the truth.
Now he wants us to believe in Tinkerbell ?
Most of us think of fairies as tiny creatures, flitting about on
wings, waving a magic wand, thanks to folklore. They all tell a different
tale, especially Disney. It's all half-truths. The lore of fairies has been
around for centuries, each culture has its own interpretation, all wrong.
But each story contains specks of truth, there are hundreds of
different kinds of fairies – some, yes are tiny creatures, others grotesque
– some can fly, and all can appear and disappear at will. There is a
Queen that they follow/worship. They are immortal creatures. Now, why am
•
I spending so much time talking about fairies? Well, I'm a fairy... kinda.
I'm a fairy as much as you're an ape.
I’m actually a *Paronym (it's what the Changeling's ancestors are
referred to as. See not really a fairy.) I’m sure you’re wondering, if the
act of sex with a human is soooo bad then how did it happen?
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*See Glossary

paronym
Never

Heard

A Long Time Ago
The story goes that an order of thirteen *Fairy Knights had been
commissioned for an expedition into humans by the Queen herself. Think
of it as a research team, the likes of a Jane Goodall. The Middle Ages
had sparked an interest in the Queen. I guess us humans started to
become appealing. She was probably looking at us the way parents look
at a child who gets a brand new toy for Christmas but is having more
fun playing with the box.
The Fairy Knights came to our realm around the end of the 12th
Century and split off across the earth. The first few decades went by
uneventful. But this trip was different, the Fairy Knights interacted with
humans. In the past, fairies avoid continuous interaction. They liked to
work in the shadows, in secrecy.
You could guess as time went on, the Fairy Knights started to form
different opinions about the human race. One thing lead to another... sex,
then babies! At first, they tried to hide these offspring, but whispered
rumors found their way back to the Queen. The Fairy Knights knew their
only chance would be to work together. Oh side note, three of the Fairy
Fairy Civil War ?
Knights were women. So it wasn't just guys being guys.
This was a significant conflict within the Royal Court of the Fairy
Queen; it was an act of defiance that started a civil war. A secret war at
first, the Queen didn't want word to spread about her Knights' defiance.
So she ordered the death of the thirteen Fairy Knights, the thirteen
human parents, and well... you guessed it, the thirteen newborns.
Basically, she ordered genocide.
In the first few years of the war, four children were lost. Later two
more were killed, but as time went on, the children grew, and they
started possessing powers. It wasn't long before word spread in the Fairy
Realm. The Queen needed to address the matter.
She managed to capture two of the knights; with time, she
demonstrated their act of laying with a human had consequences. She
tortured them for a hundred years. She probably would have gone on
longer; however, the real impact of the Fairy Knights defiance was
coming to light. Those seven surviving Changelings went on to have full,
productive lives, and their children and their children's children, and so
How many out there ?
on.
Paronyms ?
Now life wasn't always ice cream, rainbows, and balloons for these
kids. In fact, the Queen's relentless battle to try and wipe out these
"abominations" as she called them, shaped the modern-day "paranormal"
world I live in.

YA

Magical Notes
-

One Fairy Knight believed it would be best to unite the Paronyms,
Bring them together by teaching how to tap into and control their
innate abilities that naturally became diluted over the generations.
Not every Wizard is the same in terms of power and capabilities. That
Knight was Merlin. Yep... that one. He knew one day his body would
give out, but until then, he devoted his expertise.
Now, the energy has always been there. A magical grid called
“Ley Lines”, undetectable by modern-day science; so often not taken
seriously. An English poet coined the phrase "Fairy Paths" when
talking about *Ley Lines.
This is old magic, but the ability to tap in and use it, that's new.
I have a natural "ability" to manipulate magical forces with pure
will. Some call this elemental power since the elements are a
significant component.
like water 's Free ?
Energy, the most important factor, by using one's own body and
will. With that being said, magic clearly has limits. “Wizards” use
different terms like, “Will Power”, “Life Source”, “Aura”, and a few
weirdos say “Mojo”. I just say, "Will." Now, you can't just run around
throwing massive power balls without paying for it later. There's a
reason why at the end of those crazy mud runs, they hand out
bananas. Everyone has different levels of stamina.
So, because of this apparent limitation, Merlin had the foresight
to help the wizarding community develop *magically infused items.
Think of it as a tool in Batman's utility belt. To make a magically
infused item, one uses a process of combining spell work, will, and
you guessed the Elements. The stronger the Wizard, the more
beneficial the item. Most items take two to three Wizards to make it,
each adding their own unique ability to the mix.
There are two types of magically infused items, Long Terms and
One-Offs. I happened to acquire a Long Term item,
a watch that can
0
turn any door into a portal to any other location. I just need to
focus on my destination, push a little “Will” into it, and voilà, a very
essential and powerful item.

-0

*See Glossary
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The other glaring benefit for owning magically infused items is not
every Wizard is all-powerful. Actually, no Wizard is all-powerful
anymore. The Fairy Knights, of course, had all the magical firepower as
did the newborn Changelings, but as they procreated, the abilities faded
somewhat. In today's world, a large number of individuals who call
themselves a “wizard” can only master one Element. A small group, which
I happen to be a part of, can master two. And a very select few, mostly
members of the older crowd, can master two and dabble with a third
Element.
Mastering the Elements, what does that mean? It feels different for
everyone, a very personal connection. For me, when I tap into those
energies, it feels like I just jumped into the Pacific Ocean, in January,
?
butt naked. Every nerve instantly alert. Like I said before, I can work
with two elements, Water & Air. These are two of the most common
Hey
powers, Fire would be the next, and then Earth being the rarest.
What can I do? Well, anything I can imagine, as long as I've got the
Will to power it. When I was a kid, I loved the Jedi trick, mainly
reaching out and pulling an object to me, like Luke. It’s just
manipulating the Air around an object and forcing it in my direction.
Now, could I create a hurricane? Sure, one that could take down a small
village made of Legos. Again it's all about give and take. I did flip a car
when I was 16, passed out for ten hours afterward. A guy I grew up with
controled Air. His binding spell was crazy! He'd take all the Air molecules
around your body and lock them in place. I couldn't move a muscle; the
only thing I could do was blink; controlling Water works the same way.
One last thing to note, to counter the fading of powers through the
generations, several efforts have been made. Keeping it in the family is
one method; (gross I know), arranged marriages are still a classic in
some circles, and then there are covens.
A Wizard did come up with a solution to help harness or boost one's
abilities. *Conductors are a hot ticket item in today's magical scene, for
those who have trouble "getting it up." It's a semi-similar setup to
magically infused items, except Conductors, help a wizard to boost and
control the natural ability they already possess. The most widely known
one of these would be a wand. Definitely not my thing; however, if I were
to use a Conductor, I'd be able to pack a pretty powerful punch. So you
could guess... they’re pretty expensive. Think of it like getting a car; you
have used ones, new ones, fancy ones, tech-heavy ones, classy ones,
sporty ones, etc...
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Glossary
The Four Realms: Earth, Fairy, Underworld, and Astral Plane.
Earth Realm: Where you currently are, hopefully!
Underworld Realm: A place for the dead, lost, and forgotten.
Astral Plane Realm: a world with a lot of room for interruption. It's a world for
the spirit and soul to find their peace.

Fairy Realm: Where all magic originated from. A world ruled by the Fairy Queen.
All creatures of fairy live and thrive in this world.

Fairy: A mythical being of folklore, spiritual supernatural beings in possession of
infinite magical powers. The lore of fairies has been around for centuries, each
culture has its own interpretation. One theme that popped up in the early days was
that people didn't like to mention fae by name, out of fear most likely. So fairies
came to be referred to by other names like the “Forest People”, the “Hidden People”,
the “Enchanters”, the “Tiny”, or “Wee Folk”. There are hundreds of different kinds of
fairies – some are tiny creatures, others grotesque – some can fly, and all can
appear and disappear at will. There is a Queen that they follow/worship.

Fairy Knight: A member of the Royal Court of the Fairy Queen.

Changeling: A human-like creature that was created through the act of
"lovemaking," where one human and one fairy got busy. This created a half-human
half-fairy.

Paronym: It's what the Changeling's ancestors are referred to as; Side note: not all
Paronyms have magical powers. I’m also a paronym.

Wizard: A self-centered, ego-driven, manipulating ass hat! Also, a Paronym who
follows the teachings of Merlin. Someone with the ability to tap into and manipulate
magical forces with pure Will. Some call this “Elemental Power” since the Elements
are a significant component.

Doesn't like his

own

kind ?

Glossary
Merlin: A Fairy Knight, and the original OG wizard. He believed it would be best to
unite the Paronyms, bring them together, and teach them how to tap into and control
their innate abilities. Merlin's teachings of magic are what
I believe in and what I put my faith in.

Magically Infused Item: Think of it as a tool in

gdi

Batman's utility belt. There are two types of magically infused
items, “Long Terms”, and “One-Offs”. Any inanimate object can be
used. It is a one function item; meaning it's created for one
task only. But it's magic so that job can be anything as long
as you have the power to make it. The stronger the Wizard,
the more beneficial the item. To make a magically infused
item, one uses a process of combining spell work, Will, and (you
guessed) the Elements. Most items take two to three Wizards to make it, each adds
their own unique ability to the mix. (Example: I happened to acquire a long term
item, a watch that can turn any door into a portal to any location, I just need to
focus on my destination, push a little Will into it, and voilà.)

Long Term Magically Infused Items: Any inanimate object that can be repeatedly
used. (Example: I have a mug that says, “I'm a Dick, it's my Job”. Favorite mug and
not just because of the phrase, any liquid you put inside will be heated up and stay
a lovely 130 degrees Fahrenheit, the perfect coffee drinking temp.)

One-Off Magically Infused Items: Any inanimate object that can be used only
once. Food or liquids work too; that's referred to as alchemy. (Example: A long time
ago, I dated this chick who was crazy into fitness, she made me sign up for one of
those damn mud runs. Got me an excellent fitness-enhancing cocktail; we finished
in the top five. I couldn't move for a week after.

Alchemy: A process of combining spell work, Will, and the Elements on food or
liquids to create a magically infused One-Off.

Conductors: Are a hot ticket item in today's magical scene for those who have
trouble... "getting it up." These help harness or boost one's abilities. It's a semi-similar
setup to magically infused items, except Conductors, help a wizard to boost and
control the natural talent they already possess. (Example: the most widely known one
of these would be a wand. Definitely not my thing; however, if I were to use a
Conductor, I'd be able to pack a pretty powerful punch. So you could guess they are
pretty expensive. Think of it like getting a car; you have used ones, new ones, fancy
ones, tech-heavy ones, high-class ones, sporty ones, etc...)

Glossary
Ley Lines: Referred to as a magical grid, Earth's energy lines that can't be detected
by modern-day science; So often not taken seriously. An English poet coined the
phrase "Fairy Paths" when talking about Ley Lines. These rivers of energy exist all
over the world, connecting unusual landmarks with unique geological features. Such
as tall mountain peaks, majestic valleys, hidden lush forests, and dark underground
caves.

Vlad III Dracula: Also known as Vlad the Impaler, a Fairy Knight who decided to
barter his magical powers away for eternal life, with blood magic. Exchanging his
abilities, so he could live forever through the process of taking energy from the
blood of others.
alive ?
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Still

Vampire: A Paronym who followed in Dracula's footsteps, and bartered their magical
powers away for eternal life, with blood magic. Exchanging their abilities, so they
could live forever through the process of taking energy from the blood of others.
Side note, a human, can't be turned into a Vampire unless they have a Paronym
ancestor. Most humans are just food to them.
A quick breakdown of a vampire: pale as hell (check), must drink blood (check
check), sunlight is a no-no (triple check), crosses (nope), and a stake through the
heart (yes)... but a stake through anyone's heart would kill them. It's the stopping of
the muscle that pumps blood. That does it; the blood is key.

Lycanthrope: Were born through cursed magic, when a Fairy Knight tried to use the
power of the tides to help increase his longevity, giving the world different breeds
of werewolves.

1ST DRAFT

www.paranormaldickseries.com

Why this story?
Just ask yourself, where have all the good men gone and where are all
the gods? Where's the streetwise Hercules, to fight the rising odds?
Isn't there a white knight upon a fiery steed? Late at night I toss and
I turn and I dream of what I need, I need a hero. I'm holding out for a
hero 'til the end of the night. He's gotta be strong and he's gotta be
fast and he's gotta be fresh from the fight. I need a hero. I'm holding
out for a hero 'til the morning light, he's gotta be sure and it's gotta
be soon. And he's gotta be larger than life! Larger than life...
somewhere after midnight, in my wildest fantasy, somewhere just beyond
my reach. There's someone reaching back for me, racing on the thunder
and rising with the heat. It's gonna take a superman to sweep me off my
feet! I need a hero...
It's our world. This series follows our present "timeline"; I plan to
mirror current events and give them a new twist. Using this device will
allow the connective tissues of Alex's magical world to bridge into
"our" world.
This series is about Alex, our main character, a lovable smartass who is
surrounded by powerful women, good and bad. It's also diverse; we have
vampires, goblins, werewolves, ghosts, and fairies. And finally, Alex
lives in Los Angeles, CA, and the city will be considered a secondary
character. The viewer will experience parts and businesses of L.A. that
are famous and unknown.
Also, there is going to be a void in the next year for fantasy/
supernatural themed shows, perfect timing to hook those who crave the
likes of Supernatural, Arrow, The Magicians, and who want something a
little less confusing than The Witcher...

Why should I tell it?
First and foremost, I am a nerd who's
done extensive research within fictional
book series, graphics novels, films, and
TV series on this topic. I'm also a
smartass.

